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Preparing Lentil Soup 

Part 2 

 

 

English translation of Libyan Arabic: 

 

Abed: First thing before…aaa… we slice the tomatoes like this… We take the 

tomatoes… and we slice them into small pieces… and get rid of the stem, which cannot 

be eaten, I mean… We slice them into small pieces… like… so that… they can cook fast, 

I mean, when it cooks fast it looks fresh… we try to arrange them… I mean, it is 

necessary… like this… or any other way, for example. The important thing is to cut them 

into small pieces and get rid, for example, of the parts that are not edible… like this. 

 

The stem is, of course, the part we cannot eat… Of course, we try to put the small pieces 

like this… It is necessary, I mean, to have, of course, depending on, I mean, the 

servings… if they are many or not… In any shape, of course, in any shape… it can be 

cubes, for example, triangles… etc... Like this, of course, we try to control how 

to…aaa… to cut…ahuh…ahuh… and like this… ahuh… we try, I mean, in any way, the 

most important, I mean… I mean, we try to cut, I mean, so that it is easy to cook and 

fast… so that it is done fast. After that, what do we do? ... We take a big pot with water 

and then we take the tomatoes… of course, there is… aa… big pot of green
1
 [raw] 

tomatoes, of course, they have to be green [raw]… It is a condition, I mean…They can’t 

be tomato paste or any other type of tomatoes, for example, dried. …aaa… There is large 

amount of water… Of course, we boil it on heat, of course.  
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1
 They use the word green to refer to something raw or fresh 
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